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It is a strange_ fact that with all the work that has 
. 
been done in the field of folksong and folkmusic in the United 
States, no one has ever thought to make a study of a very 
important aspect_of traditional instrumental music, our 
mountain fiddle ·tunes. \"11th the exception of a few stray 
comments on the general nature of fiddle tunes, their origin, 
and function, we are left in complete ignorance or" Vlhat they 
really are. It is impossible to make any worthwhile gener-
alizations on the nature of this type of music until the 
tunes have been objectively recorded, carefully transcribed, 
and systematically analyzed. Only then can we make intelli-
gent assu□ptions as to their musical structure, or can we 
trace their sources, or make an objective study of the 
folk-art of fiddle playing· 
I have attempted in this thesis on fiddle tunes from. 
Western Horth Carolina to present objective, scientifically 
useful material, which, it is hoped, Vlill be valuable to the 
musician, the historian, the anthropologist, and the socio-
logist as well as the folklore and folkmusic scholar. With 
this primary purpose in mind, I have very carefully trans-
cribed eighteen. fiddle tunesl from recordings of the playing 
1 Some of the tunes have words, but they are secondary 
to the music itself. I have not included any of the texts, 
but have indicated where they can be found in other collec-
tions. 
.. - . -
-or an old-time fiddler tram Western North Ca1•olirn;,.--Fiddlin' 
Bill Hensley, In addition to the actual tran:scripti,ons I· 
have included useful data concerning the background of the 
man who played the tunes, and have given the information which 
will make a further study on the cultural and historical as-
pects of the music possible, Chapter I includes a discussion 
of the historic-geographical-cultural background, the fun-
ction of the fiddler, his =nner of performing, and a bio-
graphical sketch of Fiddlin 1 Bill himself, Chapter II is 
devoted to a style analysis of the ll!llsic. For convenience 
I have treated separately these aspects of style: scales 
and modes, rhythm, melodic line, structure, and rendition, 
A short general discussion under each of these headings is 
followed by a detailed analysis of each tune. The method of 
collecting_ the material and of transcribing it is very im-
portant, and one section has been devoted to a description of 
this. 
Since this study in fiddle tune~ is the first of its 
kind, it· is in the nature of an ·experiment. It is hoped 
that other investigation along similar lines v,ill be done_ in 
other parts of the country so that a comparative study of 
this highly interesting and important aspect of folk-art 
might be made. In order to drah any valid conclusions- as 
to the origins, spread, and other equally important features. 
of fiddle tunes, it is necessary to have a large number of 
variants from different sections of the country. Immediate 
recording of the tunes is imperative, The kind of music 
included in this thesis is gradually dying out under the im-
... 
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pact of civilization and changing living conditions. In a 
few years, the men who play the "old-timey" fiddle tunes will 
pass on, and unless recordings and transcriptions are made 
right now, their music will go_ with them. The ·younger gener-
ation .of .fiddle players is not learning the tunes that were 
popular when Bill Hensley was a young Illlin. _They are not 
willing to go to the trouble to learn the "hard ones." The 
bowing and fingering technique of Bill Hensley takes a life-
time devotion to acquire, and the number of tunes he plays 
by ear requires a prodigious memory. (He claims that he Jmows 
at least 200 tunes). It is too easy to rely on printed 
music nowadays. 
How tragic it would be if this genuinely expressive !!I'.1-
sic of the mountain people were to be allowed to die out 
unrecorded--tunes that used to stir the blood of our first 
.settlers; that lived in log cabins among the ~olk; tunes that 
George Washington and Thomas Jeff'erson danced to,. and which 
were old then. They have been preserved in the memories of 
the unlettered "folk," and have been passed down from gener-
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HISTORIC-GEOGRAPHIC-CULTURAL BACKGROUND 
In General 
"Folk data ·should never be isolated from its 
historic, geographic and cultural surroundings. 01 Acor-
rect evaluation of' the fiddle tunes included in this the-
sis depends in part upon an understanding of' their setting 
and background; Vvhat happened in the past to bring about 
their peculiar characteristics? What habits of' life, cus-
toms, etc. determined their form? From what sort of' geo~ 
graphic surr_oundings did they spring? Any one of' these 
questions would make a-study in itself; and it would no.t-
be in keeping with the purpose of' this paper to treat each 
in detail. Rather, I.intend only to _give information about -
the tunes and the i'iddler who played them that I ·was· 'able 
to gather i'irst-hand, and to indicate the sources i'rom .which 
a further and more exhau_sti ve study of these problems can 
be made. 
Bill· Hensley,_· .from whose playing these tunes were 
recorded and transcribed, is a native of the ·southern Appa-
lachians; in particular, "The Great Divide. 112 Born near 
1. See Beckw:l,, th, .Folklore· in America, p. 65. - · 
2. Maud Karp~s in the preface to Cecil Sharp's Folk-
songs from the Southern Appalachians, (edited by herselr, 
l93l), p. x:J, says 11 On the whole, the most fertile ground 
2 
JohnsJon City, Tennessee , 3 he crune to Madison County, North 
Carolina, and gr ew up in the Big Laurel district. A des-
cription of this t erritory as he kneVI it on his visit to 
this country in 1916 is g iven by Cecil sh ar p, in the intro-
duction to his Folksongs from Th e Southern Appalachians. 4 
I was struck ~1th the force of his account of the people, 
and with hoy, well it applied to Bill Hensley: 
11 They a.re l eisurely, cheery peopl e in their quiet 
v·ay, in whom the social instinct is highly developed. 
They dispense hospitality ~1th an open-handed gener-
osity ••• They have an easy unaffected bearing and the 
unselfconscious manners of the well-bre~ •• They are 
w ·'f 
good talkers, using abundant vocabularyA ariety end 
often pictur esquel y, although uneducated ••• They possess 
that e l emental wisdom, abundant knowledge, and under-
standing ,•.hic.h those only who 11 ve in constant touch 
with Nature and face to f ace with reality seem able 
to acquire ••• Physically they are s trong and of good 
stature , though usually sp are in figure. Their fea-
tures are clear-cut and often handsome; while their 
complexions testify t o wholesome , out-of-door habits ••• 
They carry themselves s.iperbly." 
All of this that I have quoted might have been al-
most an exact de scription of Fiddlin' Bill. 
Bill has not spent all h is life in just the Big 
Lau r e l section, however. He has liv ed in Ohio {v:here he 
worked a s a machinist), Atlanta , Georgia, and in South Caro-
lina. His childhood and the greater part of his life was 
spent in Eastern Tenne s s ee , and Western North Carolina. 5 
was on either side of t h e big mountain range (known as t he 
' Gr eat Divide ') v.hich s eparot es the sta t e s of North Carolina 
and Tennesse e , and this was , perhap s, to be expected for it 
, .. as in t his r egion t hat t he most primitive conditions pre-
vailed." 
:3. See Bi ographical Sk etch of Bill Hensley on page 1-:3 
4 . p. xxil . 
s. A good de scription of the Southern Appalachians and 
3 
He lived twenty years right in the heart of the Smokies, he 
said. His home at present is in the Avery Creek Section, 
sixteen miles :from Asheville, North Carolina, where he has 
lived :for about three years. Many o:f his relatives still 
live in this· Big Laurel district.' -
Accordi~ to Cecil Sharp, 6 the inhabitants o:f the 
Laurel Country are the direct descendents o:f the original 
settlers "who V-'ere immigrants :from England, and, I suspect, 
:from the Lowlands o:f Scotland. I was able to ascertain with 
some degree o:f certainty that the settlement. of this parti-
cular section began about three or four generations ago, i.e., 
in the latter part of the 18th century or e!ll'ly years of the 
19th century. 11 Bill told me that his 11daddy11 and 11 grand-
pappy11 ceine from England. He is not certain as to just when. 
There is no doubt that Bill Hensley is of English extraction. 
His name, spee_ch, appearance, and even his spelling, 7 sug-
gest that his inheritance and cultur·e is wholly English.;_, 
the mountain people can be found in (1) John C. Campbell's 
The Southern Hi~ lander and his· Homeland., (2) Kephart 1s 
our sout ern H an ers. 
6. ~- c ·- • , P• xxii. 
7. In a""recent letter I received :from him, .he spelled 
heard, 11hearde 11 ; hard:, 11harde 11 ; days, "dayestt; be, 11bee". 
It is my opinion-that the old fiddler, having been to 
school only two days-in his life, could have learned to spell 
{with e's ·on the ends of words) - only from his father and 
grandfather, v,no might have learned to spell the same v1ay. 






He learned much of his music from his father and grand-father; 
from Jim .Anderson, r.ho Bill said, came from England; from 
George and Hugh Bell, fiddle makers who came from England;. 
from ·Blind Wiley. Laws, who Bill declares was 11 English11 • 
Bob Taylor, :Of vib.om he speaks quite often, learned his tunes 
(accordihg to the statements of Fiddlin' Bill) from the same 
sources.8 
All this information points to the conclusion that 
the music fuat the old fiddler plays (at least a large part 
of it) is of English origin. Just how much of it is similar 
to English Country Dances and to English fiddle playing,, 
will probably never be determined with certainty. 9 The.:. 
collecting of folk music was not begun in England until the 
latter part of the nineteenth century, and no records of, .. 
fiddle tunes (exactly as they are played) have ever been, 
made. It is true that there are coll~ctions1~ of country 
dances, but it would be extremely d·angerous ~ compare· the.: 
present fiddle tunes.with these country dances, which are, 
no doubt, composed.11, 
8. See the section on Fiddlin 1 Bill Hensley.. . 
9. Cecil Sharp has an excellent discussion on the ori-
gin and evolution of folk music in his English Folksong: 
Some Conclusions,. Chapters II and III. 
10. Playford 1 s Country Dancing Master, published .in _1650, 
contains music as well as a description of' the dances. There 
is also· a collection of' dance tunes (Compleat Country Dancing-
Master) printed in London by H. lileere for J. Walsh (Servant 
in ordinary to His Majesty) in 1718. See Bibliography for 
other collections. · 
11. "To search for the originals of' folksongs amo~st 
the printed music of olden days is a mere waste of time'• 
Cecil Sharp, op. cit., p. B. 
.. r 
5 
The important thing is this: These f iddle tunes 
are genuine folk music, and they originated amongst those 
,-,rho sing and play it, but just how and where we can only 
guess as many folklor e II scholars" do . The sources can be 
determined in a vague sort of way. For instance we know 
that Bill Hensley's family tree is English. We lmow from 
vrhat h e tells us the.the l earned many of his tunes from 
English .fiddlers . But how does h e know \•.hat English music 
is, or what does h ~ care if the tunes are English, French, 
Italian, Russian, or any o t her nationality, so l?ng as he 
likes them and the mountain people like to dance to them. 
He l earned to play the music the.t was "popular" , and music 
is popular if it has a function in the society from which 
it come s. The peculiar mode and conditions of living that 
are found in the Southern Appalachians are to be found in 
no other part of the world. One might conclude e.1so that 
their music has peculiarities·, which are to b e f ound no where 
else . A study of these characteristics will he lp us to under-
stand more clearly their way of living and thinking. 
"No one could e stimate vi. th certainty, in the light of avail-
abl e evidence, the antiquiti es of our traditional Anglo-
American folk melodies"- Buchanan, Folk Music in America, 
International Encyclopedia of Music and Musicians, p . 587. 
"Each tune history must b e dealt wi th by itself as a 
s eparat e s tudy; the historian must be prepared for some 
bewildering experiences in running to earth even some 
of our most familiar American, defecto "junket tunes". 
Phillips Bar ry, "Amer i can Folk-music11 , ~uthern Folklore 
~,uarterly, (June 19~7} Vol. r., p . 47 . 
! ~ ~, 
I ' - , ,' r ,. ,: 
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The Function of' the Fiddler.and His Music. 
The prime function-of' the fiddler· in the mountain 
community is to play for dancing. Of' course, he plays for 
his own enjoyment, and for the entertainment of his family 
and friends, but hi"S music is almost all 11 (lancin1 music". 
Two of' the eighteen tunes recorded here, Bill te:Ifs me, are'" 
not meant f'or dancing, but they, nevertheless, have the same 
tempo as the rest, and ar·e played with strict rhythm. The 
words to the fiddle tunes are secondary; the music is all 
. l 
importimt. · If' occasionally one of' the dancers~ f'eels the 
urge to sing, he mor·e than likely will make up a .verse of' 
his own, modelled on others that he has heard. Fiddlin1 
Bill know:3 the words to most. of the pieces that he plays. 
Lady Hamilton, he said, has no words. 
One has only to hear the fiddler play his ·old,. 
tunes, to under-stand why they make people want to dance. :· 
They constitute probably the liveliest dance music in tlie ·· 
world. "It sets feet a-patting, hands a-clapping, and hearts 
dancing-with joy. 11 Our modern jazz has none of' their sparkle, 
sprightliness, and ?Jllll1ation, Jazz is rhythmic in a sen-
sual sort· of' way·. 
l. Robert w. Gorden in an article in the New York Times 
Magazine, Nov. 27, 19::C-7, says .that. Fiddle Songs (the v,ords) 
represent a distinct and prim)ltive stage in literary growth, 
a lower rung in the ladder of development that reaches · 
eventually to the ballad and epic ••• It is ·a stage when music 
is more important than the words, when music and rhythm first 
begin to -call f'orth words to accompany them~ As yet there is 
no real narrative, but the traits and conventions that.· spring / 




The best known and most popular of the· group 
dances is the square-dance or 11 running-set 0 • 2 This dance 
caught the fancy of C"'cil Sharp when he went through the 
southern Appalachians in 1916. He describes it in his 
Country Dance Book, Part V. His theory as to th~ origin .. _ 
of this par·ticular form: of the country-dance is interesting, 
even if it may not be correct. Sharp calls it 11 ••• a most 
interesting form of the English Country-dance ••• of great 
aesthetic value", and thinks that it represents a phase 
in the development of -the country-dance, "of which hi:therto 
nothing has been known11 • 3 The English country-dance,· he 
explains is a lineal ~escendent of the May-Day Round, .a. 
-4 pagan quasi-religious ceremonial. The Running-set, Sharp 
says,_differ¢s in structure and other important details· 
from any kno,m form of the countr·y-dance. ·It is built_ on 
much larger lines, and 11 • •• the f'or·c·eful emotional- character, 
absence of all courtesy movements--all differentiate it from 
\l 
,mglish country-dances, The writer further explains that 
ing of sequences·, are traits and conventions that persist 
later when the true narrative has appeared. 
2, Gordon l~ilson, in an article entitled "Breakdown§" 
in Mountain Life and Work, which he read before the Ken-
tucky Folklor·e society, April, 19f5, said that the square-
dance is gone, except in the mountains. 
3, Country Dance Book, Part V., p, 7. . 
4. Playf'ord's Dancing J.!aster, (1650) is the first 
book on the subject-.-104 dances are described. 
. . . 
8 
different styles of dances developed simultaneously in var-. 
ious parts_of 17th century England, and it is.probable that 
dances of the same species as the running-set were still 
danced in the northern.counties of England and the Scottish 
Lowlands, "'~ •• the very districts from which the fore-fathers 
of the present Southern Applachians ·immigrated ••• Hence the 
runn~ng-set is the sole-survival of a type of country-dance 
which in the order of development preceded the Playford 
dances; it flourished in other parts of England and Scot-. 
land after it.had fallen in desuetude in the South; some time 
in the 18th century it was brought by emigrants from the 
Border Counties .to America where it has since been tradi-, __ 
tionally preserved. 115 We have here an interesting theory, 
even if it cannot ( or has not) been proved. , ~ '- : 
The i'iddle tunes serve only as. an accompanimen:t 
to the d.ancing. ·They do not control the steps. 6 The-square 
dance itself has a variety of figures, depending on the·par~-
ticular locality. Each community has its own characteristic 
steps and figures. Fiddlin 1 Bill can cal~ the figures· (as 
he knows them) as well as play for the dance. 
Square-dancing, the way Fiddlin' Bill knows it,-
is about to dissappear. It still exists in some localities, 
5. Sharp, -2£• Cit., P• 13. 
6. See Sharp, op. cit., p. 16. There has bee~ a gra-
dual change in the mannerof stepping, since Cecil Sharp. v:as 
over here. This is very noticeable to one v.tho has watched, 
i'irst hand, some of the square danc,;lS. 
- .. .;_.-
9 
but with the passing of the old way of living, and the coming 
in of the modern age of the car, radio, newspapers, educa;-
tion, and supposedly higher culture, d~ncing, as a folk-
pastime and a_means of· community entertainment·, as it was 
known in Bill Hensley's day, is ·gradually dying out. The 
so-:-called folk dancers viho make tours around the country, 
appearing at the National polk Festival and giving exhibi-. 
tions for the King and QUeen of.England, are grossly mis-
representing the real old-time square-dancing. "Authorities" 
on folk music with a small flEdr for showmanship and a de-
sire for publiaity put on display "genuine ballad singers", 
who croon the jazz songs vlhich they have picked up from cheap 
rad:).o programs, phonogr·aph records and from worthless sheet 
music, and call it ~epresentative 1'olk "art". If the_ gu1-
1ible public believes them, they will continue to exploit 
this hybrid_ sor·t. of 11 art" at the expense of the true and ex-
:pressi ve folk music. · 
The fiddler forty or fifty years ago, when ·Bill 
was a young man, was a much more important person in the 
. 
life· of the connnuni ty . than ,he is today. In pioneer communi-
ties, music, story-telling, and dancing were practically.the 
only means of enterttlnment. People had no movies to go to 
·when they were bored, no radio to turn on, no phonograph 
to play, no automobile to drive. They.had to entertain them-
selves, and they did this by community participation in 
dancing, singing, story-telling, etc. They inevitably 
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10 
spirit, their philosophy which grew up from a close contact , · 
with nature and hard work, and their everyday expressions 
and idioms. Naturally it had its background in the cul-
ture that they inherited, but it was also shaped by the 
peculiar mode of life that was theirs, The music of a 
people expresses inevitably'that indefinable something 
which distin67lishes that group of individuals from any-· 
other. Just as their lives are shaped by their inheritance 
and environment, their music is shaped by their lives. 
Manner of performing 
Fiddlin 1 Bill Hensley's position in playing, his 
way of stringing and tuning his fiddle, are traditional among 
the old-time country fiddlers, He always sits when he plays, 
and crosses his legs. Sometimes his left elbow rests on 
.his knee, He holds the fiddle for the most part high up on : . . 
his chest, but sometimes he places it under his ~hin, Bill · 
grasps the bow closer to the frog than_.most country fiddlers 
that I have observed, allowing him to move it with ease and 
freedom, The thumb is slightly bent back,ocards, while .the 
· other fingers curl naturally, His bow arm moves fast and 
rythmically, and while he does not use all the bow, he uses 
more than most .fiddlers. Bill told me, "That•s where your 
music is~ in your bow-e.r-m." I thought that this was a very 
astute observation to be _coming from a man who had never had 
_any formal training in violin playing. 
• 
The left hand is held gracefully, the fingers curl~ 
ing naturally, ·with the thumb supporting the fiddle. Most 
of his playing is done in the first position, but occasion~ 
ally he comes up ·to the thir·d position. (For an example of 
this see. Cripple Creek and Sourwood Mountain.) 
The fiddler keeps time ?.d. th his foot, by· raising 
his heel off the floor two or three· inches on each pulsa-
tion. It is just as interesting to watch him play as it is 
to hear him, for he fiddles with his whole body, not just 
his arm and fingers., ___ ·.c.:·:._· ___ ;_' 0 •• :: _______ • • .• __ •·. 
The fiddle itself is one t~at Bill's daddy swapp-
ed from "Governor Bob -Taylor·". He keeps a rattle-snake 
rattle inside to s·care the mice away. "Makes it p;Lay better, 
too, gives it• a good tone.i• The bridge on•his fiddle is-
flat and low;making the strings nearly touch the finger 
board. Perhaps the fiddler can get more volume (imd a percu-. . 
ssion ·effect) when.the strings vibrate against it. He carves 
the bridge flat, I imagine, ~n order to facilitate crossing 
from .string to. string, a device which is used a great de_al •. 
Fiddlin 1 Bill tunes his fiddle just a little above. 
concert pitch--about A-445. He told me himself that hi;! 
"Tuned up a little sharpl!. I checked this statement and 
found that it was right. "It sounds better that way", he 
said. Evidently, Bill has absolute pitch, for he has nothing 
to tune to
1 
such as a pia.-io or a tuning for·k. Another pe-
culiar aspect about his tuning ls. that he has four different 







he is playing. The strings are tuned thus: 
. -r. 'JC JI[ Jr 
£ E ll i !I S II i 11 
_ ~ ·O ir 
. 0 
This is known as S~ordatura¼ meaning mistuning •. The term 
v:as applied to out-oi'-the-ordinary methods of tuning stringed . 
instruments such as the lute, viol, ·violin,, prevalent es-
pecially during the 1'7th and 18th centuries. The first in-
stance of a violin scordatura is found in the Concerti di 
Andrae e Giovanni Gabrieli--per voci e stromenti musiea1e, 
Venice, 158'7. 2 .In England the first record of the seorda-· 
tura is in John P1ayford 1 s Division Violin, London, 1685.3 
He :f'avorli! the tuning a e a o# (lowest string :f'irst). This 
is very similar to Bill Is tuning No. II. Tartini advocated 
. . 
tuning up the lower strings to a and e in order to _meke 
passages in a easier to play. This tuning i·s identical with 
Bill's number II. . In the ·18th century an 11 interest1ng ·use. 
. . -
of the scordatura was made in Scotland ••• The Scotch reel 
players :f'reouently used this tuning (a·e a e) with rousing 
. ef:f'ect". 4 Kilrack•s Reel, At:ioin House, and Anthony 14urray1 s 
Reel employ the same scordatura. Thus we can see how the 
l:. International Encyclopedia of Music and Musicians, 
p. 169. 
2. Theodore Russell, 11Tlle 
Quarter·ly:, vol. XXIV, 1938, P• 
3. Ibid., P• 88. 
4. Ibid.,·p. 94. 
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scordatura might have got into f'olk use •. It is possible that 
Fiddlin 1 Bill may have inherited this device f'rom some of 
his ancestor-a. 
Most of' the pieces that Bill plays are performed 
with the strings tuned "in G11 (number I). Cripple Creek, 
Georgi a Horseshoe, and Sourwood Mountain~ are in the key 
of a and have the tuning number II, which Bill calls the 
"Shelton Laurel Key". These three tunes are probably t)le 
" li~liest and most brilliant of the eighteen. Bonaparte's 
Retreat and Last Gold Dollar use scordatura III, and are 
in the key of e. Unfortunately, I have transcribed no 
examples of'·the fourth type of tuning, although I have··· 
heard him play in that 11 key11 .> : '· 
Biograohical Sketch of Fiddlin1 Bili Hensley. 
Fiddlin' Bill Hensley is a seventy-year old mountain-
eer. Although he went to school only t,,,o days in his life, 
. ~ ~ . -- ··- ' 
he is,· nevertheless, in my opinion, genuinely cultured~ 
One has only to talk with him, and hear him play his fiddle. 
tunes to r-~alize that he possesses a native intellige.nce 
far above the aver-age, that he hDs a natural, unassumed, 
artistic sense, and that he has·a vast amount of learning 
.to which he has fallen heir fr-om the peculiar society end 
. - - ' 




environment in vhich he has liv·ea..l 
When I heard Fiddlin1 Bill play for·the fir-st time, 
I was instantly attracted_ by his lively and spirited manner 
of performing, by his evident enjoyment in what he was doing; 
but the tunes themselves, I must confess, left me rather be-
wildered. 2 The intervals and rhythms rounded strange and 
v-•ere· hard for me to understand at first hearing. I was con-
scious of the scraping of his bow and the imperfections in 
his technique which I judged according to standards that I 
was used to. The marked rhythmic pulse and the sprightli-
ness of the tunes themselves, however, made me want to pat 
my feet and move around. The more I listened to him play, 
the more I was fascinated by his music, and I determined to 
learn as much about it as I could. After listening many times 
to the playing of these tunes, transcribing eighteen of them, 
analyzing them, and tracing, in a small way, their background 
and history, I have found them even more interesting than I 
had imagined they would be, both from a musical as well as 
a cultur·al point of view.· They reflect the character of the 
1. Cecil Sharp, in speaking of the mountain people 
(Folksongs from the Southern Appalachians, p. xxiv) said: 
11 '.I·hat the illiterate may nevertheless reach a high level of 
culture will surprise those only' who imagine that education 
and cultivation are convertible terms ••• Their language, wis-
dom, manner·s and many graces of life that are theirs, are 
merely racial attributes which have been gradually acquired 
and accumulated in past centuries and handed dov.n generation 
by generation, each generation adding its quotum to that which 
it r-ecei ved. n . 
2. Dorothy Scarborough in her Songcatcher in the Southern 
Mountains, p. 64, tells of he.aring me old dance. near Ashe-
ville: 11 ••• Mountain fiddler.a and banjo pickers were there,. 
playing the old-time tunes, which constitute perhaps, the 
liveliest music in the world. n 
. ·~·"' 
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man who.played them and of' the society of' which he is a p:po-
duct. I am including this short biography of' the man.who 
played the tunes recorded here because it is necessary to 
the correct interpretation and understanding of' them. 
Fiddlin 1 Bill is one of' the f'ew real old-time f'idd-
lers lef't. The kin:i of' music he plays is f'ast d~s~ppearing3 
because the young people are learning dif'f'erent styles or 
playing, and dif'f'erent idioms. Jazz exerts a powerful in-
f'luence through the radio end phonograph. With the change 
in ways of' living there is also a change in musical express-
ion of' the f'olk. Music that had a place in the everyday life 
f'orty and f'if'ty years· ago is no longer a necessary and in-
tegral part of' the living scheme. ~ut still Bill clings. 
to his "old-timeyn tunes that he learned by ear, as many as 
sixty-three years ago, f'rom f'iddlers who had it passed down 
to them the same way--tunes·that were old during the Revo-
lutionary War. "• •• Every one of' them breathes the spirit 
of liber·ty; ever·y. jig is an· echo· from f'lintlock rif'les and 
shrill f'if'es of' Bunker-Hill; every hornpipe is a ref'rain 
f'rom Kings l,iountain; 1O1d Granny Rattletrap I is a Declara~ 
tion of' Independence; 1Jennie Put the Kittle On•, boils over 
"1,th f'reedom; 'Jay-bird Settin1 on a Hickory Limb' was George 
·{ashington's 1f'avoright 1 , and 1 Gray Eagle 1was Thomas Jef'f'er-
soii Is masterpiece. 11 Bill knows and plays all these tunes, 
3. 11 In this age of' .extraordinary spread of' civilization. 
into the remotest parts of' the earth, primitive f'olk-traits 
are being obliterated and lost at en amazing paceo 11 11etf'essel, 
Phonotogi·aphy in Folk Music, p. 16. 
" ' " < • •' j 
I, • 
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and he probably learned some of them f'rom the man whom,.I. 
·have just quoted--eovernor Bob Taylor of Tennessee.4 
I first saw Fiddlin 1 Bill at the Annual Folk Music 
and Dance Festival in·Asheville, North Carolina, during the 
summer of 1939. He and Cymanthia Baumgartner-, a banjo pick-
er and ballad singer, were two of the few old-time 11musician'."-
ers" per-forming. 5 Since that occasion· I have visited Bill 
many times at his home in the ·Avery Cr-eek section, about 
sixteen miles from Asheville, and have listened to him play 
and talk for hours at e. time. ~ 
It would not be accurate to say that Bill is a 
typical mountaineer, since he is entirely an individual, 
but he is undoubtedly a r·ee.1 pr-oduct of the mountains. He 
and his wife, whom he calls "Bill", live all alone more than 
a mile from the nearest neighbor in an attrac~ive log cabin 
that Bill put up himself. Bill owns t"•o hundred and twenty 
acr-es of land on the side of the mountain, and they moved-·.-
to the present place almost three years ago. A pioneer at 
sixty-eight, he has cleared eight acres of land on which to 
raise crops, built by himself their four-room log cabin, ·i 
two barns and a dozen bee-hives, and has set out one hund-
red fruit trees. Bill raises practically all the ~ood he 
and his wife eat. He has sold enough timber to make up 
Bi.11 
4. Lectures and Best Literary Productions, P• 24'7 .• 
5 ''lhen Cymanthia started picking out a lively tune 




















the $1300 he originally paid ror his property.· They have 
. -
a cow, a mule and chickens. 
. ·, 
In order to make a little "extra cash", Bill leases 
his place to a group or Asheville buf!inees men ror hunting. 
Deer are plentiful, and sometimes Bill bags one himself'. 
Bears come right up into his yard, he says. In spite of his 
seventy years he can still climb the mountains as rast as 
·,, 
anybody, (as Bill says, 11like a gray squirrel11 ) and he can 
shoot a gun as true as he ever could. On one or my visits 
to his home I noticed a hawk-skin hanging on the porch, and 
I asked Bill ,'here it crone rrom. Without the slightest in-
tention or b~agging he related how he had stood on his porch 
and picked the hawk out or the top of a tree across the 
. ' 
hollow fully two hundred reet away, by shooting him through 
.. 
the throat, neatly severing the jugular vein.· 
.. 
· Apparently he .has always been skillf'ul,.wi th f'ire-
arms. I got him to tell ·me about .s:> me or the "sh6otin I scrapes!: 
"I v,11z purty wild when I was young"~ he said. He related_ how, 
one night down on Eagle Street in. Asheville, North Carolina, 
he shot a man's jaw nearly orf. "He still has a deformity 
from that, but we're good frie_nds now." Another shooting 
incident that he told me about happened up in Madison County. 
Bill was going over to see his neighbor, Brown, along about 
"dingy dusk", when three of Brown's boys appeared out of the 
ivy.·thickets ?,1.th a jug of "likker" and asked him to take a 
drink. "Well,· I didn.'t care to drink any of their likker, 
and I told them so. Marion, he was the oldest, and he was 
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. almost drunk, got mad and said that he'd make me take a drink.!' 
They whispered something to each other, and it looked like, Bill. 
said, that they were .fixing to draw a gun on him. "This made me 
purty mad, snd I raised my shot-gun and let him have both barrels 
right in the .face. The three o.f 1 em took to their heels, but I 
didn't stop shootin' 1til I unloaded every one o.f my seven shells 
into them ivy thickets •. I went back home, and that night the 
sheriff' came up to my place and said, · .· 
1Bill, what you been doin •. · ... 
' .. , ' . . 
11 just shot Marion Brown, that's all. Why?' 
1Nuthin, I just wanted to know•. 11 Bill explained the 
reason .for the shooting and apparently that was the last of' the 
.incident. I asked him what happened to Marion Brown, and he in-
.formed me that he had shot tne.side o.f the man's .face nearly off. 
Fiddlin 1 Bill was born in East Tennessee, ;in.Happy 
Valley, 6 near Johnston City, a~d lived there· until he was seven. 
. . 
The night bef'ore his .family le.ft Tennessee. to come to .Marshall;:~··. 
Nor-th Carolina, he .stayed up almost until dawn dancing, bare.footed, . 
to the playing o.f his daddy' and.Governor Bob Taylor. Their land, 
Bill told me, was adjoining to Bob Taylor's. His daddy swapped 
their twenty acres o.f land to Bob ~aylor .for a hog ri.fle and.the 
old fiddle. that Bill is still ti.sing. Bill le.ft Tennessee on the 
seventh of March, and ,valked the eighty.:.five miles across the 
mountains to their new home with a rooster under one arm, and 
leading ·his little. dog on ·a string behind him. He was "as bare-
'-• ,. ' . .• ~ r- : . •,.. •• - ·: • , ' __ _;_ ____ _
6. A.good description of this pice is found in ~sburg's 
Bob and Alf Taylor, Their Lives and Lectu1•es, P• 11. It is in 
themidst of a region vhich took an exceptionally prominent part 
... ., =-
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f'ooted as a rabbit". 
He lived near Marshall until he was a·"grown.man". · 
Then he "got married", le".rned the machinist trade and start,;. 
ed f'ollowing up big• jobs. He lived in Ohio f'or mvhile, then 
in Tennessee again. ..Twenty years of' his life were spent in 
tlie ·imokies where he alternately VJOrked as a machinist, a 
logger,·and a f'armer. In 1906 he was in Atlanta, Georgia, 
I' and was sworn in. as a special deputy during the "nigger riot · .• 
The· "niggers raised a Beljun", said Bill. After he lef't 
Atlanta, he helped put up a mill in Mortimer, North Carolina. 
Then he worked in a machine sh9p in South Carolina, and spent 
some time logging in the Smokies. For the past ten years, 
Bill.and his wife have lived ~ntirely by f'arming._ 
His account of' the old time dances. and community 
gatherings are especially interestirig and illuminating. He 
told me that people nowadays don 1 t get together. like they 
used to, and the f'olks around his neighborhood (Bill has ·livea 
there only two and a half' years) 11 ain 1 t got no foreworth about 
them". People used to have log-raisings, corn-huskings, 
quilting-parties, hog killings, etc. Always, at community 
affairs of' this kind, there was a big meal for the workers, 
after which the fiddlers and banjo-pickers would tune up to 
play for the dancing, singing, ani general merry-making. 
in.the pioneer history of' the nation. It is a region alive 
~"1th the memories of Daniel Boone, Davy Cr~ckett, Andrew· 
Jackson, and other heroes of a bygone day. 
;. ' 
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/B"ill told me that when he got his logs ready for "raisin" 
(at his present place) he had a hard time getting people 
to come to help him.:J' The dancing, story-telling, singing, 
and frolicking would continue sometimes until dawn. But no-
one went to bed to sleep off a 'hangover. The next day's " 
work began with the first rays of su_nlight, or-before. There 
were jobs to be done.·-
Square-dancing used to be more popular than it is 
today, according to Bill. He would play for dances sometimes 
two and three times a week. Old-time fiddling contests used 
to be big even ts. Bill usually came off w!. th first prize. 
Fiddlin.1 Bill is a Spanish War Veteran. -m~ was-···-
sent to the : Philippines, and of course he took his old 
fiddle along. I asked him if he played it much, and he 
assured me the.t the soldiers wanted him to play all the time. 
Dixie was a favorite tune. 
It is remarkable, almost phenomenal, how well.he 
remembers ·the tunes. "I play them with my fingers 11 , an.d that 
is about the only explanation he can give as to how he remem-
bers them. One tune that I asked him to play, Black-eyed 
Suzy, he told me he hadn't played in forty ;;ears. But with-
out any hesitation he started in and played every note of it. 
Hoppin' Lulu was another that he hadn't played in forty years. 
I, ve seen ' em dance all night to that one tune".. · 
Bill remembers the names of the fiddlers7 from whom 
-
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he learned his tunes. Hugh Be118 was a 11 fellerl1 who lived 
and fiddled during the civil· war.. He finally went craxy · 
in jail playing his fiddle. According to Bill he originated 
Green River, Georgia Bell, 9 .and some other tunes. Blind 
Wiley Laws from Virginia was a 11 terriblel' fiddler, (mean- ·. 
;•. 
ing a fine one). He composed the Sourwood Mountain. Many 
of the tunes he .learned from B·ob and Alf Taylor, 1O who were 
famous as old-time fiddlers. Fr~m Jim Anderson, a major'i.n 
the civil war, Bill learned Riokett's Hornpipe. His daddy 
taught him a good portion of the tunes he knows. Old Granny 
Rattle-trap is 
(Bill's uncle) 
one. Bur·lre County is a tune that Rube Hensley, 
. tt ·. 
played a lot. [{when Cecil Sharp went through 
the southern Appalachians in 1916~ he heard Rube Hensley 
play, and recorded some of his "jigs" •. See .his English 
Folksongs from the Southern Appalachians, p. xxvii.) He also 
recorded thirty-five tunes fr.om the s. nging of Mrs. Reuben 
Hensley and her· daughter EmmaJ ,·. 
8. Bill told me that Hugh and George Bell came over 
from England. They wer·e fiddle makers. 
9. Another fiddler, Ozzie Helton, who lives near . 
Asheville, plays the same tune, but he calls it 11 Pokey 
Huntus" (his spelling of the word). Hensley and Helton are 
great rivals and I suspect Bill of changing the name of the 
tune just beceus<:: he didn I t ,.,ant to call it by the same name 
that Helton did. 
lo. Ans burg, op. cit.• p. 43. • 11 ••• Well sir, put Bob in 
a room, and just one gr·in on his face, with a fiddle in his. 
hand, would set a crowd wild. It v:asn 1 t that Bob was a 
wonderful fiddler, but the way he looked when he vms playing. 
Bob's ;•;hole person fiddled. He could fiddle from the top of 
of his head to the bottom of his toes ••• It was at night,.when 
the tovmsfolk gathered in the notel to see the candidates 
that Bob would ~et out his fiddle and play the sweet moun-
o II 




Bill himself has been playing it f'or fif'ty-one years. Popper- 1 s 
Question was a f'avori te of his daddy· and Bob Taylor. John 
Sneed, a Cherokee Indian f'iddler, 11 composed"·Hoppin 1 John. 
Georgia Horseshoe, Bill attributes to Junaluska, ·an. Indian 
chief'~ during the civil war-. Bill ·saw the Indian when he 
was a small boy, and told me t::at his white hair hung al-
most to the ground. Snow-bird on the Ashbank was a piece 
that Junaluska played. Many Indians, Bill said, played the 
f'iddle. "The English taught them". John Rose, Charlie :,, 
Crisp, John Sneed's boy (Indians at the Cherokee reservation), 
"They all play my old-timey pieces. 1112-,. . -.. - " 
I asked Bill one time why he didn't learn some of' 
the new mus. c. 11 Well, I 111 tell you, I I d have . to change 
my bow-arm, and I might f'orget the old tunes. I 1ve been ad-· 
vised to stick to my old-timej music because.I play it.oso 
well. Why, I'll tell you, Mr. Bennett, _I could learn~ 
that new stuf'f' in a week if' I wanted to.u,_ .. 
12. I have not included in this section (except in two 
cases) any inf'ormation on the eighteen tunes which I have 
transcribed. What :facts I was able to get from Bill about 
each tune are to be found in the back. 
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STYLE ANALYSIS · · 
Collecting and Transcribing 
In a study or this sort where an· attempt is made 
to present objective, scientifically use:ful material, the ··: ·, 
method o:f collecting the material and transcribing it is·. 
' / 
all important. Without good recordings it is futile to ... • 
attempt to transcribe with accuracy, and unless the trans-
criptions are accurate· a correct analysis and style study 
is impossible. Therefore I planned very carefully the de-· 
tails of the recording, so as to get the best and most 
natural playing of the tunes. :·· ;:.; , .·: ·. 
My first task was to get acquainted with ·the :., 
fiddler, to study his style of playing, to :find out·just 
. what tunes he played best, and under what,conditions:he .:. 
would :feel most ".athome 11 • I knew Fiddlin I Bill· Hensley :r·' ,. _', 
:for six months befo.re he recorded the tunes that I· have c · 
transcribed, and have heard him play them many _times at. 
festivals, _at :fiddling contests, and in his home. With 
this knowledge of him and the music he'played, I was able 
to make the best recordings possible. I was very fortunate 
to be able to get.the cooperation iµid assistance o:f two 
technical experts, Cecil Hoskins and Lewis Elias, sound-
engineers :for the radio station WWNC in Asheville, North • 
Carolina. They very graciously allowed us. to use one o:f : 
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the radio station 1 s studios and made the recordings on their 
equipment. It was my job to announce the t\llle, tell the 
fiddler what to play, time the recording, and keep a record 
of what was done. Fiddlin' Bill cooperated to the fullest 
extent, and seemed to enjoy himself tremendously., ._ : , .. 
Ten-inch, acetate Presto recording discs were used, 
and two tunes were placed on each side, \(•1th a playing time 
of about one minute and twenty seconds. I found that this 
"'as sufficient for the fiddler to play the tune several . 
times, and to show satisfactorily the variations in rhythm 
and structure. Needless to say, the :records_reproduced the 
sound perfectly.--. '"'-s·: -, .. 
The·next important job after making the records, 
\'!as to tr·anscribe the notes, insofar as possible, just as 
they-were played. Fortunately, I was able to pro0111"e an 
excellent machine for· this work. It was an .electric"al _ _c: --~~. 
victrola with a turntable speed adjustor, and a place· to ·plug · 
in ear-phones. I used a very light pick-up arm (an ounce or 
less) in order to preserve_ the recordings, and_ a sapphire 
playing needle, which I i'ound was the best :q.eedle both to 
save wear on the recordings.and to reproduce the.sound. 
· It is absolutely impossible to write down the 
notes from hearing the actual performance of these fiddle 
tunes. The fiddler• s bow arm moves like a locomotive pis-
ton,· and his fingers are a blur. One must get acquainted 
with· the style of playing by listening to and observing""~-
the fiddler· play; then he must have clear r·ecords of the 
'. :; . . _,' 
actual sound that he can work with at leisure. 
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Except for· _ 
five of ·the tunes, (Cumberland Gap, Buckj_nr Mule, Patty In 
~Turnpike, Lady Hrunilton, and Snowbird On the Ashbank), 
they were all recorded without any other instrument but the 
fiddle playing. 'l'he ,five tunes mentioned w~re made at 'the 
radio studio December second, 1939, by Dr. Jan Phillip 
Schinhan and myself, assisted by Cecil Hoskins and Lewis 
Elias, These were done with fiddle and banjo. Fortunately, 
in all of these, we asked the fiddler to play alone during 
a part of the recording. This was the portion that I was · 
able to transcribe. Fiddlin I Bill seemed to be able to-._ 
play just_ as· well with or vvi thout accompaniment. 
Before I started to write down the notes, I first 
listened to the record several times at regular speed in•·-
order to get a general· notion as to the structure and 
certain peculiarities. Then I slowed the turntable down to 
about fifty or sixty revolutions per minute· •. This lowered 
the pitch about a major third. Sometimes, if the fiddl~r . 
was playing in a high register, it was possible to lower 
the pitch (by varying the speed of the turntable)· as much 
as a fourth. If it was made any lower than this,·the· 
rhythm and intervals were likely to ."be distorted. Some of 
the phrases, intervals, and rhythms, I was able to hear 
almost at the first playing, vmile other places required a 
great deal of repetition before I could make thein out. I 
tried as far as possible, to elimina1<e all guess-wOJ:'k, and 
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took particular pains to reproduce accurately everything 
that I heard. 
I have checked and re-checked all the tunes at 
varying speeds. Dr. Jan Phillip Schinhan of the University 
of North Caro·lina· Music Depa:r·tment, ·aided me in the trans-
cription of Cumberland Gap and Buckin 1 Mule (the first two · 
that I wrote dovm), and he checked caref'ully the tune, 
Cripple Creek. (Except for a few incidental notes, my trans-
cription of this one, accor<;ling to Dr. Schinhan, was correct 
in every detail.) I do not claim perfection .for these trans-
criptions, but they were done with extreme care, and are 
just as accurate as I was able to hear them. - ·- -- • 
. 
Cripple Creek and sourwood Mountain were written 
out fully--the whole recording was transcribed--while with 
the others, I merely ,·,rote out enough to show the form 
clearly and to indicate the typ!:l of variations used. In 
. . . 
Georgia Horseshoe, for instance, Fiddlin 1 Bill took•five 
measures to get ;l.nto the II sv1:l.ng-of-i t", then after thirty-
seven bars he repeated the whole tune. fr_om measure six al-
most exactly as it was 
-pl o..v_ ;.,__q 
on the first <P~e'Gi-e'!en. Nearly all 
the tunes show the same sort of cycle. At least one whole 
cycle of each tune has been written and in some instances, 
where the variations v,ere particularly noticeable on the 
repeat, they are indicated at the bottom of the page. 
.-
2•i 
General Discussion of' Characteristics of' Tunes. 
A. Classif'ication: 
These eighteen tunes from a musical standpoint have 
been divided into the f'ollowing classes: Class A, tunes in a 
:• .. -
major scale; Class B, tunes in_ a pentatonic scale; Class C, 
modal tunes. This seemed to me.to be the most natural and. 
most usef'ul classification possible. Other methods were 
considered but were f'ound to be unsatisfactory. Classifying 
according to finals was not procticable because the tunes 
were "circular", that is, they have no de.finite ending, and 
each phrase leads into the next. Patty in the Turnpike con-
sists of' an eight measure phrase which ends on the melodic 
dominant and then repeats (until the dance stops) •. A class-
if'ication according to structure would not have been meaning-
f'ul, and would only lead to confusion. 
Ten of the eighteen tunes are in Class B (pentato- · 
nic scale). They seem to be more nearly distinctly mountain 
tunes than any of the others. At least they have the fla-
vor and spirit·that one usually associates with "mountain 
music~ They are also ver·y simila.l' in structure. All are 
binary. 
Four o.f the tunes are in Class A (major scale). A 
comparison o.f these four with those in Class B will show 
several :flµidamental diff'erences. I would call C,lass B 
more nearly 11 f'olk 11 , or more primitive, and they are c_~nf'ined 
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Joy we know to.be very old tunes, and are spread over.the 
entire United States, whereas the tunes.in Class Bare well 
known only in the Southern Appalachians. Georgia Horseshoe, 
I put in Class A because it uses all the _tone? of the major 
J 'I a 
scale, but the seventh and third 
·so .... M 
were always played-1flat. 
This character1stic gave it a flavor distinctly different 
from the others in Class A.· 
Class C (modal tunes) presents a striking con- .. 
-trast to the other two classes. 
this class ar_e more irregular. 
In structure, the tunes in 
A glance at Lady Hamilton, 
Snowbird on the Ashbank, and Patty in. the Turnpike, will· .. , 
show how peculiarly the phrases are formed and put together. 
These three are .in an idiom entirely different from the other 
tunes. It is my opinion that these have come· from the. Eng-
lish mueic that was brought over to this country and have 
kept their original form more closely than any of the others. 
Old Joe Clark is also. in the mixolydian mode, b:ut it would 
have to·be put•in a sub-class under the general_heading of 
Class c •. It differs from the other three in that its struc--
ture is very regular, and it is very noticeably in .a differ-
ent melodic and rhyth"llic idiom. Probably it is of American 
origin. 
These three classes might possibly be further di-
vided 'according to the structure of the tunes, range of the 
melodies, rhythnc and melodic peculiarities, but such a 
division with the small number of tunes included here would 
I 
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not be of any practical value, and might _serve only to . 
. clutter up things. Perhaps, later on, v!hen similar studies 
have been done and a large number of variants have b~en . 
transcribed, it may be. found necessary to form sub-classes • 
.. , •' ... 
B. Scales and Modes:1 
Since the scale or mode of each tune has been treat-
ed in detail in another section, only a few general remarks 
will be necessary. Of the tunes in a major scale, two are 
in G, one is in A, and the other is in E. The ten tunes in 
Class Bare built on a pentatonic scale--a major scale with 
the fourth and s_eventh missing. 2 
The modal tunes of Class c, are all in the mixoly-
dian mode. 3 Bill calls the flatted sevenths, 11niinors 11 •. -. 
These tunes are probably of very ancient origin, compared 
1. For a Comprehensive treatment of folk modes and 
melodic cha~acteristics, see Sharp's English Folk~Song, . 
Chapter 4; and English Folksong from the Southern Appala-
chians, Introduction. 
2. Sharp (English Folksong, P• 44) calls this the first 
form of the pentatonic scale. The pentatonic scale, he says 
11 ••• was known to the anci_ent Greeks. It is s_till used by· 
the peasant-singers of Scotland and Ireland, and also by the 
natives of New Guinea, China, Java, Sumatra and other East-
ern nations. It is-occasionally used in English folk-music. 11 
3. It is maintained by some scholars that the modal 
character of tunes is proof of great age. We know that a 
large;J.lercentage .of English dance tunes are built of the 
eccles1tical modes ( see_ K1dson and Neal, English Folk Song 
and ~ance, p. 19), but~is impossible to prove that folk~. 
music came out of the chur·ch modes •. We can only suppose 
that they did. And likewise·we can only guess at the an-
tiauity of these so-called modal tunes. [Perhaps they are 
not 11modal 11 • but just have in them· some of the "minors" that 
Bill Hensley talks about.] . 
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to the ones in Class B. It is very rare.that one hears them 
played nowadays ( except for Old ;roe Clark). I have heard 
only two fiddler-a play them-'-Ossey Helton ( an old f'iddler 
who learned his tunes.from much the same sources that Bill 
Hensley learned" his) and Fiddlin' Bill himself. They are 
in an entirely different idiom from the tunes in the other 
two classes. Their phrase structure, melodic and rhytqnic 
structure, as well as their scale structure, all suggest that 
they are in nature a survival of tunes that crune over from 
~ngland (from all indications) and have remained almost un-
c. Rhythm:·-·· ::s,::: .': · ;. ·. · 
Rhythm is considered here in the broadest·sense 
of the word meaning the movement of the music. It is the 
life force of music, motion which through human experience 
· has become regulated .into time patterns.• We find many·:_;·? 
different groupings of·time patterns within beats (or pul-
sations), within bars, phrases, and sections. All 'these · 
groupings come under the general heading of rhythmic struc-
ture. 
An examination and study of the rhythmic struc-
ture of these tunes as they are ~Titten down,. will reveal 
much that.is important, but it does not tell the whole story. 
It do~s not descr-ibe the movement of' the music in_its more 
· subtle details. Only the outward manifestations of' the 
rhythm· or movement of the tunes could be written down._ 
. ' ~ ~-
,i, ~~:..,\;.::; .:.:igr"'l,.:':.,-••.,:;;,~-i;;;;C::~;._a._f~.::i:lt,.\"'·'. -),,,.,·\.,,:'~&1"'-:·,,.~,;o:,~,c...-"'-:S: ..... '-'·"'-· ... ,.:.•cc-•~·.;:· .;~;,<:.,;,·.;kf'c.-: .."",~"'·;,>"'·,: .. ,:··-c,-~:~,,,~,"'-_.;.,;i,,•.:c-'·"'""·..:c.:.'·"","''~-:,;,--. ....._.._..,="'-' '-'-", ~-• .. .:..:, & ·-1•··· .,,; ..• "' '"/c;.,-~ ~- .--~- .._ 
.-.'-:\.\ 
}'r 
-:J; . ~,r. 
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They must be gained intuitively, by recreating in ourselves 
from· the printed record what the player had in mind. 
These fiddle tunes are, except for two, all in-
·tended for "dancing pieces", and as one might expect, _have 
a beat or pulse·that is always definite and regular. Iri 
this respect th.ey are different from many folk_ s:, ngs, par-
ticularly those of an improvisational or highly emotional, 
character, which are irregular and complicated with many 
. 4 
graces, slides and intricate rhythmic patterns. The larger 
rhythmic patterns of these fiddle tunes are not hard to 
grasp, for the most part, once a familiarity with the style 
of' playing is gained. Many characteristic idioms are repeat-
ed over and over again. 
·Each tune ·h!l-S its· ovm characteristic pattern of 
rhythm, and all tunes have rhythmic patterns which are connnon 
to them all. In dee.ling with these patterns I have tDeated 
each tune in detail ( see 11 Seoarate. Analysis ••• 11 j - indicat"'.'. 
ing any rhythmic device peculiar to that tune, and have made 
a chart_ of the most important groupings which I found to be 
more or-less characteristic of them all.· 
It is clear that the per-former was· not conscious 
of' meter, but only of a beat or- pulse, for occasionally he 
slips in a bar or 3/4. All of the tunes are played in al-




See Scarborough, Songcatcher in the Southern Appala-
chians, P• 381. 
Nearly~,all th·e tunes are f'ull of syncopation. 
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The 
ayncop_ated figure, sixteenth-eigl;lth..:s:lxteenth, is a fi@ll'e 
that. can be found in them all~ A t:le over the bar-line 
is another important means of syncopation. In order to 
obtain this syncopation, Fiddliri 1 Bill uses a type of bow-
ing which was very hard to write down. Examples of this 
can be found in Buckin I Mule and 01 1 Boeger Man. There is 
a decided tendency to accent the off-beat (see Bonaparte's 
Retreat, Ida Red, Sally Gooden, and Squal:ln1 Cat. 
One of the moat important and mo·st interesting 
aspects of the rhyt::-im of these tunes :ls :lnfin:lte variation 
in rhythmic pattern that is obtained by· the performer. 
glance at Ida Red will suffice to show what is meant. 
A 
Here 
a four measure phrase constitutes the whole piece, but on 
each repetiti9n of the phrase there :ls some variation in 
the rhythmic pattern. No essential musical alteration is 
made. Bil-1 obtains ·rhytrunic variation- by altering slightly 
the melodic line, by playing eighth notes instead of sixteenths 
and vice versa, by slipping in unsuspected grace notes, by 
. -
using a different style of bowing, by a shift in accent, snd 
a hundred other subtle devices, whl.ch are too slight and too 
elusive to note down. 
For a further discussion of the rhythmic aspect 
of these tunes, see the section where each tune is treated 
-• " . .. ..... - ~. -~---'• 
separately. 
i 
. . . 
. -,t-,·~,-- • .£, ,..i:-..·· ;i -~ 
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D. Melodic Line: 
The melodic line of' ·these .f'iddle tu.nes is, quite 
natur·ally, conditioned by the nature of' the instrument upon 
which they are per-f'ormed. The main purpose of' the f'iddler 
seems to be that of' keeping a continuous round and movement 
; 
going all the time. Resonance is gained by using broken 
chords such as we find in Snowbird on the Ashbanlr:, etc. 
In order to make the notes move f'aster the fiddler invents 
variations on the melody. (Compare Cumber-land Gap with 
the corresponding version which is sung.) These variations 
do. not consist merely of repeated notes, but are genuine 
variations of the simpler melody as it is sung. Bill has 
certain characteristic rhythmic patterns and melodic idioms 
vihich he uses over and over.again in all the tunes. These 
habits of varying the melody are almost second nature to him. 
Once I asked Fiddlin 1 Bi~l if he knew Barbara Allen. He 
had trouble in recalling it, so I sang the tune as I re-. 
membered it. Unconsciously he followed along, picking the 
notes out as I sang them.· Then he· played it again, but this 
time he put in some notes of his own; making a variati on of 
the tune.· 
All the old fiddlers 11 compose11 tunes of their own. 
sometimes these tunes catch the fancy of other fiddler.a, 
who learn them and pass them on. Bill played for me two 
tunes that he had "composed", Chicken Cookin1 Time in 
Cheatum count1., and the Sleepy Gap Ramblers. ·r was interested 
- -
. ..,.:•\'j~ ri \~,;:.-.: :•- t_,;G ~;'~J~..£~":.;'$z;.-,.;~•~-- ;,..::;ri%f~~~l' ;:.~~:c :.~• ,;_;51(L:..:~• 
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in knowing how he went about composing them. "I just·· ', · -
picked a fev; notes out of' one tune-,_ and a few notes out of 
another, spliced I em to_gether, -anq. I had me another piece. 11 
The skip of a fourth is a characteristic that is 
more or less prominent in all the tunes. Fifths are less 
common. Skips of an octave are used occasionally, (see·•_.., 
Buckin 1 Mule, and Georgia Horseshoe, 25. ). As a general.·:·· 
rule the melodies might be said to be disjunct rather than 
conjunct. The nature of the pentatonic scale wi_th its gaps, 
makes the tunes in this scale seem disjointed and chordal. 
A rapid crossing from string to string, giving an arpeggio_ 
as well as a broken chord effect, keeps the strings vibrat-
ing. The bridge is so flat that.the fiddler can almost 
play on three strings at once.· -, .··-:·c:.'.'.," 
Occasionally he picks the open strings with his· 
left· hand instead of bowing. An example of this. can .be--•., 
found in Sourwood Mountain. In Georgia Horseshoe, he ·plays 
on the two lower open strings to produce a sort of rhythmic 
percussion_· e_ffect." · : 
Triads, although found_frequently, are not used 
in important places, melodically speaking. Examples of . 
their use are pointed out _in the separate analysis of each 
tune. No real examples of the major triad can be located 
in the-tunes of Classes Band C, but there are a few ~n-: 
stances of their use in the tunes of Class A• Minor triads 
are common in the tunes of Class Band O. 
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The general character· .or the meJ.odic line of aJ.l 
the tunes is jerky rather than smooth, owing to their strong 
rhythmic errect and to their syncopated nature. 
E. structure: 
In analyzing the structure of these tunes,·I have 
tried to use symbols which describe.them cl.early and accurate-
ly~ and at the same time make possible and easy comparison 
or one with another. The smaJ.l J.etters, a,b,c, etc., desig-
nate phrase members; m,n,o, etc., stand for phrases; capital. 
letters stand ror sections or periods. Except for Patty in 
the Turnpike and Le.dy Hamil.ton, aJ.J. the tunes have phrase 
member-a of two measures·each, phrases of four measures, and 
sections of eight measures. (The structure of the two tunes 
mentioned is made clear.in the separate analysis.) Wherever 
. any or the parts are varied to a noticeabJ.e degree,. I have 
indicated th.e change by putting small numbers above the 
. 
letter "l'hich stands for the part. 
_Only a few general remarks will be necessary here, 
since each tune is treated in detail. under the section en_. 
ti·tled 11S eparate Analysis or Each Tune". Nearly all the 
t;unes are binary in rorm. That is, they consist of an 
eight measure period (which is sometimes reoeated), and a 
contrasting section of eight bars. Soldier's Joy end Turkey 
in the Straw ere perfect examples of this rorm: 
. . 
-.. ~_ . .._ __ ;'. <, ·-.,. J,)-.. -:~·- ":.-_·.::: ·r -•,,:.,.: ~ ·-,,_;~ ;:,.;-·,.. ~ -<•---~-
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-• 
ll/. m A -n. I' ( a. b) (a. c) 
.. - . '· -
B · 1· 0 p . 
(d e) (d c) · 
.. : ~ : ' . . .. '" . 
Georgia Horseshoe is a. remarkable example of how 
the fiddler obtains unity, contra.st, be.lance, repetition, 
a.nd va.ria.tion in a. wa.y that would do credit to the most 
accomplished and artistic composer. Vlha.t makes it even 
more remarkable is the fa.ct tha.t Fiddlin' Bill achieves a.11 
these funda.menta.l principles instinctively and without any 
conscious effort. This is how I ana.lyzed it:. _ . . - _, ~ :,.. ;' . 
- ...... -
A' B 
m' m' · n n 
(a. 1 b) (a. 1 b) (c d) (t3, d) 
All these tunes may be termed 11 cir~ula.r 11 , since -
the fiddler keeps repeating until the de.nee is over or un-
. . . .. . ' -,: . . . . .· . .. ,,, -- ·-
til he thinks,tb.at he has.given a fur account of himself. . - - ; 
Sometimes he repeats each s_ection two or three times before 
going to· the next section. Patty in the Turnpike has no . 
apparent place to stop, since each phrase (curiously enough 
of eight measures each divided into three phrase members) 
ends on the melodic dominant. Perhaps at one time it did 
ha.Ve an ending, _which gradually disappeared because it wa.s 
used so little •. 1 _ 
' -
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F. Renditions 
The manner of performing has already been discussed 
in Chapter I, but there still remain a few specific comments 
to be made on matters such as dynamics, accents, bowing, 
tempo, etc. Fiddlin' Bill does not use contrasting dynamics, 
that is, he plays·a1ways with the same degree of loudness. 
Of course, he is able to get more resonance· whenever he 
plays double-stops, especially on the lower strings, but 
there is no conscious shading from loud to soft, A fiddle 
·is rather limited as .to the amount of volume it can produce, 
and the fiddler tries to get just as much as he can. This 
striving for more volume, accounts largely for the great 
amount of scraping one hears. Noise is also caused by the 
vibrating of the strings against the fingerboard, and by 
the accidental touching of more than one string.· Double-
stops are frequently used on purpose, but they are heard al-. . . - . . . 
so when.the-fiddler does not intend to play them, for the 
reason, mainly, that the bridge is carved so flat. 
Acc·ents are used ·to intensify the rhythm, but not 
for dynamic effects. Accents on the off-beat are noticeable 
in several tunes (see Ida Red and Bonaparte's Retreat). 
Fiddlin 1 Bill has sever-al different styles of 
bowing v.n.ich are best illustrated by the music itself. A 
change of bow:Lng is used as a means of obtaining variation. 
The tempo of each tune was checked with an elec-
tr·ic metronome, It never varied within a tune, and a11·_ 
., 
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the tunes we·re played in almost exactly the same tempo--1_32 
to.138 pulses per minute. 
In several of the tunes (see the Separate Analysis) 
certain notes were played flat or sharp. Wherever it is 
clear that this ,was:done intentionally and not due merely 
to bad intonation, it is indicated by an arrow. Bill's 
intonation was remarkably accurate, considering the condi-
tions under v.ihich lie played. When I went out to his home 
to carry him in to town to record, he told me that he hadn't 
touched his fiddle in three weeks and that he had been work-
ing out in the field so much that his fingers had "spread" • 
Even with this handicap, the seventy year old man 1 s fingers 
moved as nimbly as a yourig boy•sJ:Y'.:.,,, ::.:, :' .. ~. · ,:: : · 
~- .. :; . . .. , . , __; ... • • < 
., - ~ .. ··~ 
. ·' ,, ·- .... 
. '' ,• ,--· ·' - .... ~- ~ 
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Detaile~ Analysis of Each Tune. 
BONAPARTE 1S RETREAT 
Class: .':.,A 
2 ]. 
Tuning: e b e b 
Tempo: - 13~ ;-) .,._ ._, ' . 
39 
Rhythm: There was, in the playing of this tune, a decided 
tendency to accent the off-beat. Double stops come freq).ient-
ly on the sefOnd portion of the beat only, (49, 51. ff). This 
is due to a heavier pressure being exerted on the off-beat 
making the bow play two strings at once. The tune is quite 
different from most of the other tunes because it is not 
intended to be a dance-piece. Notice the three-four bar 
at 20 and 49. 
' Melodic line: The use of the pentatonic scale line in des-
cending seems to be a charateristic that is·used in this·as_ 
well as in other tunes. Compare 19 and 20 -with 4_in Georgia 
Horseshoe. The melody follows the scale line pretty.closely. 
Structure: A 
m n 
( a b) ( a c) 
This is repeated several times with the· A section always 
varied, while B remains constant •. (0 1Neill, in his Irish 
Folik Music, desc·ribes a march or Long Dance by the name of 
"Bonaparte• s Retreat". All Bonaparte tunes,; he believes had 
their origin in the province of Munster. The tune in the 
same author's ":Music of' Ireland", No. 1'789, has no resemblance 
- -'•V•::r I •'- 0 
to the tune which Bill Hensley plays.) 
Class: B 
Tuning:· Regular .• ,. 
Tempo:J=l36 
BUCKIN• MULE 
Scale: Strictly pentatonic: gab de 
40 
Rhythm: Quite syncopated.. Makes f'requent use of sixteenth 
and dotted eighth and dotted eighth and sixteenth figures 
(see 8, 14, 16, etc.). The syncopation f'igu:es as used in• 
15, 19, 21, 23, etc., are very Characteristic of the piece 
and give it its di st inc ti ve 11 veliness and jerkiness. For 
variation in rhythm compare l - 8 with 29 - 36. ~Notice the 7-,~;.,:,1;", 
change in bowing technique: Compare measures 11 and J.9. 
This is a very good example or how the player achieves Va.J:'ia-
tion in rhythm and melodic line. 
Melody: The melodi"c lin~_is disjunct rather than conjunct. 
Many skips are used, Thirds are more common than any other 
interv.al, (see 1, 2, 5, 6 1 9 1 11, etc.). Two skips 01' a 
f'ifth are used, (see 3 ·and 23.). For a skip of a i'ourth 
see 9, 11, 17. An interesting use of the common triad is 
seen in 24, 26, 30, and 34. This is always used in ascen-
ding. The major triad g b d, is used in a descending pattern 
(3, 7, 27, 31,·35) always in the same place in relation to 
the structure of the phrase. 
41: 
structure: I A B . m m• n 0 • ( . ( a+b) ( a 1 +b) (c+d) ( e+f') , 
Basically: the tune consists of'.two sections made up of' two 
f'our measure phrases: (in+m')+(n+o) or AB (see l - 16). 
Variations: Here, as in Cripple Creek the B section is re-
peated (with some.rhythmic variation), (see 9-24). When he 
returns to the A section he· plays it with three phrases, 
{thus: m+m 1 +m•) and a dif'f'erent bowing technique is used. 
(Bill has two styles of' bowing f'or this type of' phrase). 
Frequently on the D.S. the perf'ormer plays the B section 
only once. 
Rendition: Whe·n this piece was being recorded Bill wanted 
to play it with -!;he 11 calls 11 , or yells to the mule, 11Hey, 
Mule 11 , 11 \'vhoa, Mule 11 , etc., but at the f'irst lusty yell the 
microphone blew a f'use and _.we had to &ave the highly color-
f'ul calls ~ out. Bill inf'ormed me that there was no par-
ticular· place in the music where the calls were _supposed to 
come. 
Bill said that he f'irst heard the Buckin 1 Mule· 
when he was six years old in 1880. Lige Gray came through 
f'rom Kentucky· and played this and Cacklin1 Hen. (No other 
versions of' this tune could be f'ound.} 
r.,-,c--,,,._ f/Z .. •'"' . .-,,.,r 
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Class: B ::.:·, ·, .. ;•-.• .- . : 
2 , 
Tuning: e a I e • · a-- ', · -~ ,.. ,,. :,: · ,: , .-. •:,; -. 
Tempo: J, : 138 C,.-'.:'. ,,-, .. ~!' c - _ f., ·:" 
Scale: Pentatonic--abc#ef#. The 7th is used only in-places 
such as measl.ll'e 13 where the effect is almost that of a .. -
slide from ~he melodic dominant to the tonic, with the g# 
as an intermediate step. :- :·,·.,-'- >.·-. 
Rhythm: That the performer is cons·cious only of a rhythmic 
beat rather than meter or measures is evidenced by the three-
four bars at 41 and 77. The pulse, not the barline, is im-
portant. The bar of three-four comes exactly in the s8Jlle 
place each time in relation to the general structure of the 
·, 
piece. Rhythmic variation is obtained, 1) by changing very 
slightly short figures at certain .. places_ in_ the phra~e __ 
(compare 2 and 4; 14 and 18; 3 and 43; 2 and 26;) 2) by .. --
bowing differently (compare the phrase 2-5 with 26-29):•·::·:·-
3) by changing the rhythmic character of the whole_p~ra~e 
(compare 10-13 and.18-21.). ·:--·, ,,, :·-- • ·-:·:.-., .... -_· ·t:. · 
Structure: TAe tune is essentially made up of two sections 
of eight measures, each section containing two phrases (see 
2-17). It might be analyzed thus: 
)/: (amb)A 
B 
( ~n d) : I m 1n (a b) (c d} 





Fiddlin• Bill seems to have an innate sense of'.·_. . 
balance, artistry, and musicianship. 
. 
Unity, ba,lance, and 
variety, are accomplished unconsciously and with the un-
erririg sense o.f the "born" artist. That is why it is poss-
ible to listen to him play a simple tune of 16 bars for five 
or ten minutes and still be fascinated by it. When a sec-
. . 
tion is repeated it is always with s:>me variations in .the 
rhythmic pattern, bov1ing, or register. He plays it as he 
feels it, and with an inborn sense of musicianship. 
Melodic Line: Melodic variation is obtained by playing •in 
different registers. The general character of this melody 
is very much like Sourwood Mountain. {No ver·sions of this · 
tune as it-is played on the fiddle have ever been published . . 
as far as I know. Lamar Stringfield used it to write the 
third movement of his Pulitzer Prize·southern Mountains 
Suite. Several versions.of the -tune.as it is sung are to 
be found in various collections. See: Lunsford and String-: 
field, p. 53, "{tune and text); Sharp, Folk-Songs from the 
southern Appalachians, Vol.II, P• 352 {tune and text);·· 




Tempo: 132,,: J 0_:, , .• 
Scale: Purely pentatonic, g, a, b, d, e. - · 
,_. l • 
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Rhythm: The use o:f the sixteenth, eighth, sixteenth s-ynco-, 
pated :figure is very characteristic o:f this tune (see 2,4, 
6,10, 17, etc.). A comparison o:f the Cumberland Gap as it 
is played on the f'iddle and as it is sung will af'f'ord en 
excellent opportu,~ity :for observin~ just what ~he fiddler __ 
uses to vary and change the rhythm and melodic line.·· 
Melodic Line: The sung version is eitremely simple in· : 
rhythm and structure. The fiddle version makes use o:f more 
intervals and skips and o:f e. strong syncopation (notice par-
ticularly 2 and 16). The skip o:f a f'ourth upw~d is used 
:frequently, (see 2, 6, 10, 14, 16, 17, 21), and ~s accent-. 
uated by sixteenth note syncopation. Vlhen the skip o:f a 
:fourth is used downwards it is usually f'rom the weak to the 
strong part o:f t~e beat, (see 16, 18). Exception: 20 and 24. 
A skip o_:f the f'i:fth is used prominently in l., _5, 9, 13, (al-
6 
ways downwards). The minor triad e g p (in 4 position) is 
characteristi·c, ( see 2·, 6, .and 14) ~ 
Double stops are used occasionally. In some places 
this might be due to the f'-act that the player accidentally 
touched an open-string (see 5,.s, 9, 13). The f'ourth in 
16 .is purposely played that way. Notice the sixth at J.8, 
20, 24. 
A comparison of' the sung version with the .fiddle 
version will show the manner of'. melodic variation. A con-
trasting section( "high part") is added by the f'iddler. :.: ·". 
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Structure: 24 :might be reduced to its simplest .form and 
analyzed 
tlms: ! A . . ll . m + m• , . I ·(a+b) + (a 1 b 1 )' D.o.· 
The tune as it is written down here is made up o.f a repeated 
section of ~igh~ bars and a contrasting section o.f eight bars. 
These two sections are repe.ated after· ea.ch other until :the 
dance ends or until the .fiddler thinks he has given a .fair• 
account o.f himsel.f. 
To_achieve variety Bill sometimes repeats A en-
tirely, or pleys three o.f the four measure phrases. The 
contrasting section (B) .r·emains _constant. (Other versions: 




Tuning; :11 shelton Laur·el Key"-- e2 a1 e1 a 
T·empo: 138 
Rhythm: A ver-y distinctive rhythmic figure is _the sixteenth 
and dotted eighth (8, 5, 7, 9, etc~), The -.four repeated 
eighth notes (in fifths, on open strings) in 9 and 13 are 
used as a percussion e.f.fect •. 
Scale: This tune suggests a combination o.f major and penta-
tonic scales. All the tones o.f the major see.le are present 
but ·the melodic line in places has the .character o.f a pen-
tatonic scale ( 4, ~. etc.). The g# was played slightly .flat, 
(3, 7, etc.), and the g natural was slightly sharp. D-F shows 
46 
how peculiarly some of the notes are altered. 
1/lelodic line: Range, two octave.a and one note. Notice the 
peculiar use of grace notes. In 1, 5,·19, 21, 23, it skips 
up a fourth; in 25, 26, 29, 30, it skips up a minor third •. 
The. fourth is al.ways from e to a; the third always from ~ 
to e. The sequences in 2, 6, 34, are characteristic of the 
tune. I found this identical characteristic in a tune call-
ed Booth's Hornpipe included in a collection of English coun-
try dance tunes published in 1718 by Kynas·ton. ·- .- -
Structure: 
A2 II 
//: (amb) A 
A' B 
m m' m• n n 2 m2 . 
(a b) (a' b) (a' b) ( C d) ( C d) (a~ b) (a2 b) · 
A very interesting example of an unconscious artistry. I 
have analyzed the form of this tune as it is here transcrib-
ed. This is repeated over and over. (No other versions " 






Scale: Pentatonic, c d e g a (b is used only once, aa an · 
incidental note and is played slightly flat)~-
Rhythm: See introduction. 
Melody: The tonic triad c e ·g is used very- often, both as-
cending and .descending. (See l, 6, 16, 18, 26, 35.). An 
--
47. 
int·erestinj; example of' how the climax of' a phrase is delayed 
may be seen in the eight measure phrase at }I:. ~:l~~i .. · , ·. 
Structure: The basic structure, I·believe,is this: 
A 
B i .;.ic- •k • - -... "· .. . m + n 0 1' . p 
. ( a+b) ·.+ ( a 1+c) + (d+e) + .(d+fl .· - ·- - C. 
It.is evident from an examination of this transcription and 
from listening to the record that the tune was rather hazy 
1"0...-t 
in the per-former I s memory, and meiset of the time he was merely 
:i.(· 3• 
"faking". The eight measures at
1
Bc show.· this. Aided by an 
intuitive sense o:f rhythm end balance he "stalled" around 
until it was time to pley the high note (34). The phrase 
,-4 
at -A~is not repeated anywhere else in the tune, although _j_t 
is very similar to the other phrases. (No other transcrip-r 
tions of the tune have been published as far as I can .as-, 
.,, .... ·. . .,.. ' ,· . 





Tempo: ·135·. :. · · i 
IDA RED 
- - - : ·- - - .. .· . .,,. 
Scale: Pentatonic--g ab de. C is used (in 11 and 15, etc.) 
as a very indistinct passing note. It is almost a slide 
from b to d with can intermediate step. 
Rhythm: The :fir·st measure 1s irregular; the player had ·to 
get into the "swing o:f it". It is interesting to see how 
he varies the _four-measure phrase :rhythmically. Each time 
,_ 
4.8 
the phrase occurs it has a different rhythmic pattern. Com-
pare 20-23 ~~th 26-29 in Cripple Creek. The similarity or· 
these two phrases is striking. '.l.1ie type of. bowing used here 
is a characteristic way·of varying the rhythm. Slides (in 
B, 28, and 32) are indicated by a- grace note and a wavy line·. 
Triplet figures as a means of variat1 on are used ( 1, 10, 13; 
14). Strong accents on the "off-beat" were particularly 
noticeable in 18. 
Melodic Line: Range-,-only one octave, d-d 1 • Notice the e · 
minor triad descending in 6, 9, 21, 25, 29, 33. A major 
triad, g b d, is also used in descending direction (12, 16). 
By comparing the first measure of each phrase, the second, 
etc~, a very good idea of the style of melodic and rhythmic 
variation can be obtained. To make such an examination easier, 
I have placed only one phrase on a line, each measure in a 
row with the corresponding measure in the other phrases. ·. 
·structure: 17~~~}f$Jtc,~~~$~~11. i~--~.~1~~~ ... .:r-.:..cP-~----
The entire tune consists of a four measure phrase which is 
repeated over and over, but ~ways with var·iations. ~ do 
not believe a regular pattern for the occurrences· .of·-~y 
particular variations can be discovered~ (The same general 
variation, however, is sometimes repeated twice, (see 12-19).-
The player, unconsciously, _I think, varies the structure as 
,fell· as the rhythm and melodic line. He _saves the strictly 
_ four-measure phrase from becoming monotonous by changing 
'-,.::-.-~,~ "!--:·•,._ .. ' .. 
. :·.~::,5JtB·'._\?> :::'.'i· ;·./. i/.j.•\,:,-
the rhytb..'llic :pattern and mel_odic
0 
iine:,. each -time it_ is re-
peated. (Ror·a discussion of' this tune and.its corresponding 
tex~, see Gordon,-FolkSODP,S of'-J;:;:;er;ca, _p. 76, l . . . . . 
' . 
-J;-:-·~. -~ ,! . :~(: ••. ; :--; -.:., n \ : ··":,_ ,_.;,~:: ::~ t.·:: -~ ... _: '-\·/~;-.. -- ~::. ;:.~:O,;, -.. ,.-:-: 
"'" 
-:: "'LADY. HAJSTLTOH 
', 
Tempo:.".:l;,!jt:c·_ ~~•i'\J,; ·. -
Scale: -Idxolydian mode.· gabcdef'. 
Rhythm:· See Introduction.::-- -;,'.::~~- ~~, 
-> 
'<;: :l7:",.,,;::' :• ' . .'::.••. 
l':elodic-line: Notice the prominent.use of' the ~kip of' a fourth, 
.•• - '"\." -;, ,: -. . •. ;-: ,. .r ~ !_ 
d to g, upv1ards, and g to d, dovmwards, (1, ?• 5, 9, etc.) • 
. :j_,_:->·: ~:::':":;...;•e-:2.:.!-.:::~-'.:"~·0. _..~~f.U)r.r~:::-~:- /..:_~ -J.,~~.Z:.ni~:.-c:,: l.!7. ~•-;-··-~:-.·::_,..,,.· ~ -- ~: •~.: 
Range: one octave·and a sixth.··_:,,:_!::,-_:_-_ .f ........ ,.-,., ~ ,_'.;--r.t..~·-:;-• t""C·:'.: • .': .. · · .-~ -·.·• --
Structure: i,,( 2-9) A(l0-17) 3(18-22) Coda(23~27) 
.~: .. •~- l.•· ~:.-~ --..:.,:__:: ;,_.:;.:: :,-',~ : ... :,~-- ,;, ~ -· : ..... ~---~~ ,.~ ... , ~ 
The coda ·rs-almost' id~ntica1· with·· 5:.9: - In structure, _ this tune 
'• :-~!:_::·'.:.·_,. •. ,...._-.,----:~ .. ,-_., >·.:.. .. -,,.. . ... ·"'f-,.~~~. :~-.:,·· ·- ,. 
is quite dif'f'erent-l'ror:i those of classes ;. and- B. _ The sections 
cannot be divided easily into tw9-neasure and f'our-measure 
·--.- .,"""r-:._- '€,.:.,_::..~-~· 1:- "\ . . . . - ~'.'- .... 
parts: Hevertheiess, the· cadeiices::are df1finitely "mar.ked· of'f'.·• ,.--,i-·,: 
: ,, -- . ' , . ' 
•· ''. •. '• I -:;_ :. 
( Bill told me that he learned ii from .his "daddy";· and calls-,. 
it "English" • There are no v.ords·, he sa~rs, I have .not been . . . . , .~, 
able ip find .any other publishe.d versio;1s of' 
• •·. ;•~~ -~-• .~•~:. ": • ~.,_- . .';_ ~-<;,; ,, .. •••• 'I -.~ • • ,,.-, •. •4:... ·:,~;·~ 
Hamilton. 
L,ST GOLD DOLL.;R 
Class·: B t - - . 
;:_:-:-.:- -:· ::·: ;.-s": i.:.;::_:~::r:·~·-'·~ 
_,. 
. ' .. _, 
.. 
50 
- . ·I . 
Tempo: 136 =- • -
Scale: _ Pentatonic, ·ef#g#bc# --
..... , -- . 
Rhythm: The sixteenth-eighth-sixteenth figure is a common 
rhythmic_ pattern, (See a, 18_, 20, 
of ·rhyghmic variation seen in 23, 
22, 32). The curious sort 
a± 
comes 1exactly the same 
place on each repetition in relation to the general struc-
ture of the pi_ece. 
,. 
" a . ' 
Melodic Line: The sort of slide and double stop used in 
.. ' 
23 is a typical device to obtain variation.· · 
... 
Structure: )/ m A ( 
':(a+b) + (a7-l-c); 
The phrases are regularly 
o B o' 
(d+e) + (d 1+e) D.C. 
four measures in length. Notice 
- ' . - ., 
the extension at the very beginning. (Other versions: Henry, 
songs Sung in the ·southern Appalachians, p. 112, (text only); 




Tuning: Regular .. 
. - ~' . 
Tempo: J =138 
Scale: Pentatonic--g ab de. a# and dare used as auxillary 
grace notes, but they do not change the character.of the .. 
scale .. 
Rhythm: The first measure showe il. curious and complicated 
-means of syncopation. The use of an eighth and two sixteenths 
(and vice versa) is characteristic. Examine 9, 16, 27, 31,etc. 
.... . ---
51 
Melodic.Line: Compare the use of grace notes in this tune 
with their use in Georgia Horseshoe. Here the ornament is 
almost a slide. The typical descending pattern along the 
pentatonic scale line ( the s·ame sort of thing which occurs 
in many of_ the other tunes) can be seen in 8, 12, 31, and 
39. Few wide skips are used.· C 
~; ., - . .. , . 
Structure.: /}· m, A B 11 .··. :•:. m' n n' 
·(a+b) + (a1+b) .+· (c+d) + C c+ci1 ) 
Basically the tune is made up of two contrasting sections, 
which consist of eight measures each, or two four measure 
phrases. The first phrase is spun out into eight measures 
by delaying the cadence. (I could find no other versions 
OLD JOE CLARK .,. , · ·• · 
Class: C·; 
Tuning: Regular':;• <::::-: , . . t· :'.: __ : -~·:.. .. :;··:: ~- 0 ·,:. °';::. t,,· 
Tempo: J.135 · ., .... ,. : . • 
Scale: Mixolydie.n mode predominantly, but an f# at 7 and 
31 makes the . tune sow.id as if it were in the major mode. 
Tones used: g ab c d e f (f#) •. : ." · 
Rhythm: The first measure co_ntains a rhythmic pattern ( two 
eighths and four sixteenths) vlb.ich occurs again and again 
during the piece. Notice the use of the tie over the bar 
d tio (2 4 6 lo) This is characteris-to pro uce syncopa n , , , • 
tic in device, not only of this tune but of most of the 
others. It is used a great deal in Old Joe Clark."·.: 
52 
Melodic Line: This melody is typically scale-wise. No skip 
wider than a fourth is used. This interval, however, see~s 
to- have an impor_t!l.nt role in the construction of the tune. 
Look at 4, 9., 11, 13, etc. 
Structure: 
l . m A ~-· + m' ,A' n' + o B P + o B P ·I :_ra b). (a' .c) + (a1+b 1 )+(a 1+c 1l/ + /[d+e)+(f+c) + (_d+e)+(i'+cr_ 
This tune is less free in structure then mariy·of the other 
tunes (for instance, Cumberland Gap, Gray Eagle, Lady Hamil-
~• and 01 1 Booger Man.) On .the record, from 'Which this 
transcription ·was made, the same structure (as I have noted 
above) is repeated over end over again. Other versions: 
See Botkin1 s American Play-Party Songs, p; 269_. (A very 
extensive bibliography of' this song is also included here.); 
Cox, in his Folksongs of the south, p. 495, gives a text 
called Old Joe Clog; James Var.dell, ranking American com-
poser has used the tune_Old Joe 8lark to write a composition 
for symphony orchestra by the same title~ The work, although 
still in manuscript has had a-number of performances by 
leading symphony orchestras. 
- -· ~ ,· -_.,. __ .:,-
Class: C 
PATTY IN THE TURNPIKE 
Tuning: Regular .... 
Tempo: J:135 
Scale: Mixolydien mode, d e f# g a b c~ 




·-·-... . . 
5:3 
7 and .the tie in 18, the tune· i•s i'ree from syncopation. The 
. . 
·eighth and.two .sixteenth {and vice versa) pattern·1s a com-
man one. 
Melodic Line: { See t_hi s section under Sally Gooden.) The 
f'latted seventh (c natural),. Bill calls 11 one of them minors". 
This is the sort of note Gordon probably refers to when he 
says that the i'iddlers 11 deliberately seek out 'wild notes' 11 • 
It is merely the seventh degree of' the mixolydian mode. 
This can plainly be seen when the tune is written down. 
The peculiar use of a 7th chord in :31 is very striking, and 
sounds charming when heard played. ____ ··.°',.'._;· __ :_, ._ 
structure: .a -__ ,.-. ' - ;, . • . ·-;· . : •• : ;• •;. -- _._._ •• • • • 
\\:a{l~2)--~;~~~;. ~(;-8) a{l 7-18) ~19~;~; c ,·{ 22-24) ://-
{ a--two measures; b--i'our measures; c--two measures) 
This tune has a very unusual phrase structure. The i'irst. 
eight. measures ce.n be considered as one phrase,. since there 
is no :riot:1,ceable c·adence or break until the very last note, 
which is the climax of the whole phrase •. Tlie A1 section 
is an interesting variation of'. A. The first two messur~s 
are identical; then he skips up one octave, and instead of' 
ascending to the final note, he desc_ends. (No r:ecords of 
any other transcription of ·this tune were to be found.) 
SALLY GOODEN 
Class: B ·, 
-. - 1 ... 
54· 
Tempo: Lias.' . -
Scale: Pentatonic-,-g a b c e (f#).. The· f# is riot impor-
tant ·in the melodic structure. 
Rhythm: The sixteenth-eighth-sixteenth figure has an im-
portE:nt ·place. The use of the tied sixteenths, making a 
syncopation over the bar, is only another form of the same 
pattern. It is interesting to see how he uses the same 
rhythmic pattern, one on the beat, the other off the beat. 
Melodic Line:. Very disjunct. The device as illustrated 1.n 
1 and 9 is one that Fiddlin 1 Bill uses in a large number of 
his tunes. See Cumberland Gap, Gray Eagle, Lady H~'llilton, 
snowbird on the Ashbank, end Patty in the Turnuike. 
Structure: II· m A m 1 
·(a b) (a' :.b') 
This form is followed.pretty closely. The first measure 
contains only one beat (making the first phrase only 3½ 
measure·s .long). All the other· phrases are strictly four 
measures. ( No other transcription has been published.)" 
SNOWBIRD ON THE ASHBANK 
Class: C 
Tempo: J~134 ·· 
Scale: Mixolydian mocl.e--g a b c d e f. · 
Rhythm: The rhythmi~ -patterns in this tune are very similar 
to those in Lady Hamilton. The sixt·eenth-eighth-aixteenth 
figure occurs frequently. 
55 
Melodic Line: The tune in its mfflodic line is characteris-
tically chordal' and disjunct, ( see 2, _ 7,.-,· 12). Range: One 




m + n 
Lfi(l-3)+b(4-5l7--+ £a(6-8)+c(9-10l7 
J/: /cI(ll-13)+e~l4~l~)+f (17-18.)JJ/ -n.c. 
The structure of -the tune is very peculiar: m and n are five 
measure phrases; ~he B section might possibly be broken in-
to two phrases ~~th an extens~on between them, but the·· 
C 
boundary line is so vague that the _effect is-that of one 
continuous phrase from 11 to 18; making an 8 measure phrase 
composed of two three measure members,. and one two measure 




Scale: G major 
SOLDIER'S JOY 
. ' 
_,... ""f,~: ~ .~:: ~~.'-:,_;:,, 
Rhythm: Notice the use of the repeated sixteenths as.in 1, 
etc. This is chs.racteristic of the tune. _ ---
Melodic Line: The first section is constructed along chordal 
lines,_ ( see 1, 3, 5, etc.), while the contrasting section 
is scale~wise (17-32). This piece is not a typical moun-
tain tune, and Bill is not 11 at home" in the idiom. " 
_,,,=·- -~-· . . . __ _. ...... --- '\ 
56 
structure: A 
m -t n 
:(a+b)+(a+c) 
• • 0 ! p ~ 
(d+e)+(d+c) :IJ n.c. 
Notice how closely knit is each phrase and each section. 
(See 0 1Neills Music of Ireland, No. 1642, (tune). A com-
parison with fu,is version snd the way Fiddlin' Bill plays 
it is very interesting. Burchenal, American Country Dances, 




Tuning: 11 Shelton Laurel Key11 --e2. al e1 a 
Tempo: 137 ~ 1.- · 
Scale: Pents.tonic--abcflef# 
Rhythm: This tune is one of the liveliest and most popular. 
Although the same phrase is repeated over end over, it al-
ways seems fresh, and is never tiring. This is due partly 
to the fact that the player has s..rans.rkable ingenuity in 
varying rhythmic patterns. compare l, 5, 17, @,5, 49177. 
These a.re the i'irst measures in the seme phrase wt are. 
all m tirely different rhythmically and melodically. 
Melodic Line: Thia piece illustrates the prominent use of 
the interve.l of s. i'ourth (see 3, 5, 7, 9, etc.)._ The cha-·_ 
racteristic descent of s.n octave along the pents.tonic scale 
(s.s in 3-4), may also be seen.in Georgia Horseshoe (4), 
Gray Eagle (13), and 01 1 Booger Man($). Notice the tonic 
57 
six-four chord in 55, 59, and 63. Range: two and a half' 
octaves. The tune is played in three distinct registers •. 
Bill skips up tD the· third pos;l.tion at 55f'f.·-. 
structure: A B . - . 
. !) \· m 
m• n n• . 
. (a b)_ ( a 1 b) (c b•) (ct b2). -
There is considerable variation in this structure. Phrases. 
are repeated as 17 to 28, mere A _consists of three four 
measure phrases; phrases are varied in rhythmic and me-
lodic contour, (see al:ove in paragraph on Melodic Line); 
section~ are repeated in a different register, (45ff--
noti_ce how he skips from extreme low to extreme high re-· 
- gisters. The contrast is very eff'ecti_ve.); Pizzicato :is 
used to add variety (17, 37, 73) •. -. 
Rendition: Bill said before he started to play tlrl.s tune: 
"I'll play you both sides of it. 11 He meant that he vould 
play it in different register'?• 
(Other Versions: See Lunsf'ord and-Stringfield, P• 24_(two 
versions,_ texts and tunes); Sharp, Folksongs from the 
Southern Appalachians, 11·, p. 305, (text and tune); W;yman 
and Brockway, Lonesome Tunes,_ P• 93_ (text and_ tune); Lomax 
,t,merican Ballads, p. 276; Thomas, Devil's Ditties, P• 40; 
Garl Sandb.lrg, American Songbag, P• 125.) 
Class: B, .. -· . ". 
Tuning: Regµlar 
Tempo: J,137 
SQUALIN I OAT . ,.. 
M • ••• 
,., ., • ' ~ 1 -- ,, . 
57 
Scale: Pentatonic--gabde 
Rhythm: A triplet figure is used occasionally. The device 
employed in 12, 16, and 20, to bridge over the cadence is 
one peculiar to this tune. · It livens am accents the rhy-
tbin. 
Melodic Line: Very disjunct ·end jerky. _Wide skip.a are pre-
valent ( see 3, 4, etc.). The octave leap: in 4 and 24 is 
_ very effective. Double stops (thirds end sixths) are 
plentiful (see 4, 8, 12, etc.). Usually the bottom note 
sounds the loudest, and is meant to be the melody. 
Structure: A + · B /) 
. 11· m + n 'I" o + o• : 
"(a+b)+(a 1+c) + (d+e)+(d•+e 1 ) 
It is especially interesting to see tbe · fiddler_' s manner of 
bridging the phrases--by the use of a tie (4, etc.)._ and by 
putting in "after-beats", as he calls them)on a higher· 
string, ( s·ee 12, 20, etc.)· 
(This tune· could not be ·round in any other collection~.) 
Class: A 
Tuning: Regular 
Tempo: J=l37 · 
Scale: G major 
.. " . 
TURKEY IN THE STRAW 
Rhythm: A comparis:>n of this version with another printed · 
version should be made. The f_iddler 1 s own characteristic 
I 
.I 
't - ._. 
. 58 
style of playing can bett_er be under-stood if thl.s is done •. 
The sixteenth-eighth-sixteenth figure is used. often (4, 7, 
12, 15, etc.). Also not!. ce the ti es across the be.rline 
(10, 20, 34,.etc.). This device is collllllon to nearly all 
the tunes •. It is a means of bridging the cadences. 
Melodic Line: The· skip of a fourth is promin.ent (1, 5, 9, 
14, etc.). Thirds, as they are employed in a, are to be 
found in numerous other tunes ( see section on Melodic Line 
under Sally Gooden). 
Structure: . m ! n l 
· '(a+b)+(a.1+cf + n.c. 
The structure is quite regular. On the repetition, the same 
phrase order is followed. Variations are not so wide as to 
effect the basic structure. 
(So many printed versions are to be found in common collec-
tions tm.t it is not ·v.orthvinile to mention them here. I 
was able to trace only. one which might be of value ·in com-
paring with the present version: 11 01d Zip Coon11 in Burche-
nal' s American Country Dances, p. 20.) . 
. ' . 





Bonaparte I s Retreat .. 
Cripple Creek . .- .. ,· 
CUmberland Gap 
Georgia Horseshoe .. 
G:ray Eagle.•. - · : 
Ida Red 
Lady Hamil ton · 
Last Gold Dollar 
011 Booger Man-:·'·:..:',,.-.. ,,_, ,,. .,, ,. 
01 1 Joe Clark:." :.·~::.; __ ~,0.. .f.r-., >: 01:!.,.::, ·. 
:Patty in the Turnpike 
Sally Gooden ,. · 




'l'urkey in the straw 
59 
, .. 
(I have attanpted to present these transcriptions 
as simply as possible. In most instances, :four measure 
phrases are placed on one line thus making easier a com-
parison of structure and ve.riation in melody and rhythm. 
All signs, I believe, are self-explanatory. An arr-ow point-
·ing up indicatestila·t the note it is above is played a little 
sharp, while an arrow pointing downwards indicates a slight 
lowering in pitch •. A wavy line specifies a slide. 
so·· 
Two ot 
the tunes, - Cripple Creek and Sourwood Mountain, have been _ 
written out :!.n f'ull, -that ·is, the entire record was trans-· 
cribed. At least one full cycle of' the other tunes have 
been transcribed exactly as they were played, and a D.S. 
sign indicates vhat portion keeps repeating._ I have pur-
posely avoided -"dressing-up" the tunes in any way, (by 
putting in letters, double-bars, endings, etc.), and have 
tried to wrl te down as nearly as I _could exactly what the 
f'iddler played. All explanations as to class, tempo, struc-
ture, rhythm, renditl.on, etc., have already been given in 
the section on detailed analysis.) - "·· 
-'--_ ·:::::--:---.~-
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SUMMARY 
This s"bldy in mountain fiddle tunes shows that 
folk music scholars have passed over a very important as-
pect of our naj;ive folk music, one that has great value 
to the musicologist, folklorist, anthropologist, sociolo-
gist and historian. 
A detailed examination of the music (vdlich would 
have been impossible without objective records and trans-
criptions) reveals that the fiddler, albeit, untutored, 
nevertheless plays with an unconscious sense of artistry 
and achieves all the principles of good form in music: 
unity, contrast, balance ard repetit!.on. Just hpw he 
does this has been pointed out in tl:ie text and is demon-
strated in the actual tr·anscript!..ons. The information 
given here concerning their b~ckground indicates that 
these tunes are rich in his tori cal and cultural assoeia-
tions. They have belonged to the 11folk11 for countless. 
generations and have absorbed their characteristic ex-
pressions. They reflect the ways and spirit of the 11f'olk11 
_and are invaluable to an umer s:tanding of the unconscious 
and unwritten learning of the mountain people. These 
tunes of Fiddlin 1 Bill Hensley represent a t;ype of music 
that is gradually passing away with a changing society. 
The seventy-year old fiddler is one of the few real old-
time fiddlers left and none of the youngeJ;' 11musicianer·s11 
·•' . ; : 
: ~ l 





are learru.ng his tunes;. 
The importance of scientifically recording and 
transcribing· has been demonstrated. Without this no worth-
while or reliable conclusions can be reached in regard to 
the scales or modes, rhythm and structure; no accurate 
comparisons with other variants and with the music of 
other peoples cen be made. 
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